
The Einhell TC-TC 800 tile cutting machine has a power rating of 800 W. The robust stainless steel table is equipped with an angle scale up to 45°

degrees and non-slip feet. For precise guidance while cutting there is a parallel stop with a scale. For miter cuts the angle scale can be adjusted from -

45° to +45°. An integrated water container provides the necessary water cooling for the cutting wheel. A cutting wheel guard provides the necessary

safety during operation. The product comes complete with a diamond cutting wheel and a tool for changing the cutting wheel. For moving easily to

another point of use there is a transport handle, and for tidy storage after use there is a cable winder.

Tile Cutting Machine

TC-TC 800
Item No.: 4301185

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825624687

Features & Benefits
Tilting stainless steel table with angle scale (0 - 45°)-

Integrated water container for saw blade water cooling-

Non-slip feets for secure hold-

Parallel stop with angle scale for exact straight cuts-

Adjustable (-45° - 45°) angle stop for mitre cuts-

Carry handle for easy transport-

A cutting wheel guard provides the necessary safety-

Complete with diamond cutting wheel and a tool for changing-

Cable winder for tidy storage after use-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S2 | S2time) 800 W  |  10 min

- Idle speed 2950 min^-1

- Max. cutting height at 45° 14 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 34 mm

- Diamond cutting disc Ø180  x  ø25.4 mm

- Swiveling range of cutting disc 45 °

- IP code IPx4

- Size of working table 395  x  385 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 9.1 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 10.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 445 x 440 x 215 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 9.4 kg

- Dimensions export carton 455 x 425 x 205 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 650 | 1350 | 1620
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Available as special accessories

Diamond Cutting Disc180x25,4mm
Tile Cutting Accessory
Item No.: 4301170
Bar Code: 4006825432015
Einhell Grey
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